Rule 21 Working Group Four

IN-PERSON MEETING
FEBRUARY 12, 2020
HTTPS://ZOOM.US/J/8569536132
https://gridworks.org/initiatives/rule-21-working-group-3/

Agenda
10:00-10:25 Introductions, agenda, workshop objectives
10:25-10:30 Regulatory updates
10:30-11:00 Working Group basics
•
•
•
•
•

Scope and schedule
Working Group Three experience and feedback
Approaches and timelines for proposals and commenting
Good meeting practices
Role of issue proponents

11:00-12:00 Issue 18
• Gridworks issue brief/framing
• Presentation from PG&E
• Comments from participants
https://gridworks.org/initiatives/rule-21-working-group-3/
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Agenda
12:00-1:00 Lunch
1:00-1:45 Issue 18 (continued)
• Focused discussion: problem statement
• Proponents and proposals development

1:45-3:30 Issue 19
•
•
•
•
•

Gridworks issue brief/framing
Presentations from CALSSA, Sunpower, Lennar
Comments from participants
Focused discussion: problem statement
Proponents and proposals development

3:30-3:45 Action items, next call & in-person meeting
https://gridworks.org/initiatives/rule-21-working-group-3/
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Introductions

https://gridworks.org/initiatives/rule-21-working-group-3/
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Regulatory Updates

https://gridworks.org/initiatives/rule-21-working-group-3/
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Workshop Objectives
1. Launch the Working Group
2. Have discussed and agreed on a clear problem
statement for Issues 18 and 19
3. Have process for proponent proposals on Issues 18
and 19 by 3/11 workshop
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Working Group Scope
Issue 18 - Should the Commission adopt changes to anti-islanding screen
parameters to reflect research on islanding risks when using UL 1741certified inverters in order to avoid unnecessary mitigations? If yes, what
should those changes entail?
Issue 19 - Should the Commission adopt streamlined interconnection
procedures (e.g. standard configurations eligible for expedited review) to
facilitate implementation of California Zero Net Energy building codes and, if
so, what should those procedures entail?
Issue 29 - Should the Commission establish a forum, either within this
proceeding or externally, to develop interconnection safety standards to
address safety and environmental risks as the interconnection of distributed
energy resources devices grows?
Issue F - What interconnection rules should the Commission adopt to
account for the ability of DERMS and aggregator commands to address
operational flexibility need.
https://gridworks.org/initiatives/rule-21-working-group-3/
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Working Group Proposed Schedule
Date
2/12

Meeting
In person

Issue Discuss
18 & 19

2/26

Call

18 &19

3/11

In person

18 & 19

3/25

Call

18 & 19

4/8

Call

29 & F

4/15

In person

18 & 19 & 29 & F

4/22

Call

29 & F

5/6

In person

19, 29, F

5/20

Call

19, 29, F

6/3

In person

19, 29, F

19, 29

6/17

Call

F

F

7/1

In person

Final Report

First review draft available 6/19

7/15

Call

Final Report

Second review draft available 7/13

7/29

In person

Final report

Third review draft available 7/27

8/10

Issue Finalize

Notes
Briefing notes presented
Proposals presented for 18 & 19
Briefing notes presented

18
Proposals presented for 29 & F

Final Report Submitted
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Scope and Schedule Notes
• In-person meetings are every 4 weeks and calls are
2 weeks after in-person meetings
• Calls are proposed 1:30-3:30pm; in-person
meetings are proposed 10-3:45pm.
• Are sub-groups desirable for any issues?
• Issue 19 is expected to take the most time, so 5 inperson meetings have been allocated for discussion
• Issues 18 and F are each allocated 3 in-person
meetings; Issue 29 allocated 2 in-person meetings
• Other considerations?
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Working Group Three Experience and
Feedback
• Start as early as possible to scope initial issues,
necessary data, refined issues, then proposals
• Allow at least 2 weeks response time for each step
• Devote sufficient time and flexibility to resolve
complex issues while keeping to scope
• Respect time needed for discussion and negotiation,
accept that issue proponents should be able to frame
and present issues as they believe is appropriate
• Apply greater pressure on parties to reach agreement
or clearly elucidate the basis for non-agreement
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Working Group Three Experience and
Feedback
• Keep clear OneDrive directory structure and file naming
• Manage conversations and focus, delegating handling
off-line when possible, avoiding going into rabbit holes
• Include thoughts and comments of limited intervenors
• Set clear expectations for what types of statements go
into background vs. position sections of final report.
(time spent in final meetings debating what to include)
• Provide concise summaries of what has been
accomplished in the last couple of meetings.
• Participant survey results: 90% satisfied or very
satisfied with outcomes, creating consensus,
facilitation, and logistics (details on OneDrive)
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Approaches and Timelines for
Commenting and Submissions
• Proponent proposals: 17 BD after issue opened
(i.e., Friday before next in-person meeting)
• Comments on proposals: 9 BD after proposals
presented (i.e., Tuesday before call 2 weeks later)
• Counter proposals (of a substantially new nature):
15 BD after proposals presented (i.e., Wednesday
the week before next in-person meeting)
• Comments on Issue Reports (provided by
Gridworks after final discussion of each issue):
10 BD for v1, 5 BD for v2, 3 BD for v3
• Comments on Final Report:
10 BD for v1, 5 BD for v2, 5 BD for v3
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Suggested Meeting Practices
1. Provide materials to participants at least 24 hours
before the meeting to maximize productivity.
2. Be clear with everyone whether you're
brainstorming –informally working through a
problem out loud – or negotiating.
3. Expect that your motives won't be impugned and
provide others the same courtesy.
4. Actively flag what you'd like entered into meeting
notes.
5. We all hold ourselves responsible for the
productivity of our meetings.
6. Other suggestions?
https://gridworks.org/initiatives/rule-21-working-group-3/
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Role of Issue Proponents
• Preparing an issue brief and/or presentation for
circulation at least one week prior to in-person
meeting.
•
•
•
•
•
•

framing,
key questions,
considerations,
background knowledge,
initial proposals, and
identification of points for resolution.

• leading an “offline” approach, and/or ad-hoc phone
discussions during the interval between initial
discussion and issue finalization
14

Issue 18
Should the Commission adopt changes to antiislanding screen parameters to reflect research on
islanding risks when using UL 1741-certified inverters
in order to avoid unnecessary mitigations? If yes,
what should those changes entail?

https://gridworks.org/initiatives/rule-21-working-group-3/

15

Issue 18 – Briefing Note/Framing

https://gridworks.org/initiatives/rule-21-working-group-3/
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CPUC Working Group
Issue 18 Workshop,
February 12, 2020.
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•Public

Rule 21 Working Group Issue 18
With the proliferation of DG: PG&E currently has over 5,200 MW and 492,000
installations of DER interconnected to the system @ 5k-6k/mo.
Safety needs to be the primary goal.
q Faulted conditions shall be detected and all generation sources removed
from the faulted circuit.
q Timely fault clearing minimizes equipment damage and risk of wildfires.
q Interconnection Protection
q Protect utility personnel and public
from feeders that should be deenergized
q Protect the utility and DER from
q Abnormal operating conditions
q Fault backfeed
q Protect other utility customers from
poor power quality
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•Public

Rule 21 Working Group Issue 18
• Generation Type Characteristics During Faulted
Conditions:
• Synchronous
• Induction
• Inverter Based
• Each type has a different fault current response.
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•Public

Rule 21 Working Group Issue 18
Traditional Generation fault current characteristics
– Synchronous Generation
• Produces phase fault current in 3 stages.
– X”d Subtransient : High level fault current (8-12pu ) typically lasts
approximately 5-6 cycles
– X’d Transient: Lasts 10-12 cycles
– Xs Synchronous: Fault current magnitude can range from 1.0 – 1.2 pu.
– Produces I2 and I0 current.
– Voltage source model
• Traditional protection relays are designed around these characteristics.
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•Public

Renewable Types
q

Wind
Type 3

q
q
q
q

q
q

Wind
Type 4

q
q
q
q

q

PV

q
q
q
q

•Public

No GND, No 3Io
May have I2
Crow Bar 2-3 Cycles
Stator Connected to Grid
Converter Controls Excitation
No GND, No 3Io
No I2
No Inertia
May have short current spike
Low fault current (1.1-1.3 pu)
Similar to PV Inverter
No GND, No 3Io
No I2
No Inertia
May have short current spike
Low fault current (1.1-1.3 pu)
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Rule 21 Working Group Issue 18
Inverter X Phase A to B To C Short Circuit

Current Spike 2.0 pu
Current after fault
detection just over 100%

Inverter based generation
fault characteristics PV
(photovoltaic)

Typical short circuit fault current for
Synchronous Machines
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•Public

Rule 21 Working Group Issue 18
• Traditional Methods of Fault Detection
• They do not work well for phase faults with Inverter-based generation.
• Due to the low level of fault current.
• The variable nature of renewable generation.
• Cannot set the protection low enough without limiting full rated output.
• Lack of zero and negative sequence current can affect ground fault overcurrent
detection and relay directional elements (if used).

• Note:

Ground fault detection can be implement with Inverter-base generation, via
installation of ground detection transformer, the broken delta voltage of the grounding
transformer can be monitored.
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•Public

Rule 21 Working Group Issue 18
• Alternative Protection Methods:
• Allow load to swamp the generator.

• 2X minimum load is required to ensure generation is swamped via
undervoltage and frequency elements.

• Higher penetration on distribution feeders is making this difficult to achieve.

• Undervoltage, or negative sequence elements may be applied but
may not operate for a high impedance fault and negative sequence
may not operate due to the lack of negative sequence current from
inverter based generation or may mis-operate due to load imbalance.

• Use of UL 1741 and UL 1741SA “Anti-Islanding” capability and
certification.
• This capability is type tested on a single inverter.
• The aggregate collection of multiple inverters or other types of DER
generation is not covered in the certification testing.
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•Public

Generic DER Anti-Islanding Detection Methods (Reference SAND2018-8431)
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•Public

Rule 21 Working Group Issue 18
Certified Inverter Islanding detection methods:
•There are various methods to detect islands, there have been a total of
eight types identified. (Reference SAND2018-8431 for a complete list):
• Sandia Frequency Shift (The most common): Utilizes positive frequency
feedback for islanding detection. Frequency of the output voltage has
positive feedback applied in proportion to the formula below:

f = K(fa-fline)
• Where:
• K = acceleration gain
• fa = measured frequency of Va
• fline = line frequency
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•Public

Rule 21 Working Group Issue 18
Inverter Islanding detection methods:
• Sandia Frequency Shift (cont):
• When connected to the utility the inverter tries to change frequency
but the stability of the grid prevents any change.
• When the utility is disconnected fa error increases and the inverter
frequency increases until the inverter trips on overfrequency
protection.
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•Public

Rule 21 Working Group Issue 18
q The major issue was whether a feeder with mixed certified inverters would
interfere with each other resulting in delayed tripping > 2seconds.
q Comprehensive testing was performed to evaluate how mixed certified inverters
would interact in an unintended island.
q Thru the CA CSI-3 funding, GE & PG&E collaborated on a 4 year unintended
islanding study to better understand the probability of unintended islands with
multiple certified inverters. The results were finalized in late 2015.
q Extensive load modelling was performed including heavy motor load.
q Over one thousand tests with different combinations of actual certified inverters
and simulated loads, using two GE power amplifiers and RTDS, were conducted.
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•Public

PG&E Mixed Inverter Unintended Islanding Study
Analysis of Test Results
Pure motor loads outlast composite loads

•MotorB
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•February 9, 2015

•Risk of Islanding - Experimental Evaluation

•Public

Results of the islanding study
q

The islanding study showed that multiple inverters each certified to IEEE-1547-2003, on the same
island, will trip within 2 seconds.

q

It also showed that the probability of multiple inverters, with potentially different anti-islanding
schemes, interacting in a consistent way and causing an extended run-on is highly unlikely.

q

Results of the islanding study did not include non-certified or synchronous machines. Machine based
generation has the potential to affect inverter anti-island capability.
q

Reference SAND2018-8431, and SAND2012, which studied the amount of machine to inverter
based generation and its affect on anti-islanding.
q
q

SAND2012 recommends evaluation at 25% machine/total DER.
SAND2018-8431 states inverters using Type 1 or 2B AI with ratios just over 62% could met the 2 second limit.
(NOTE: AI type is not tracked at PG&E)

q

As a result, PG&E modified the existing DTT exemption bulletin to enable the quick interconnection of
certified inverters, if there is no significant machine based generation within the island.

q

It was thought the majority of DER would be certified inverter based, therefore this should not be an
issue……

•Public
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Additional Considerations
• California Air Resources Board (CARB) instituted new
Methane Reduction rules to 40% of 2013 levels by
2030.
• Dairy farmers and landfills have started installing methane
fueled synchronous generators.
• Due to the California drought many farms have installed
electric ground water pumps for irrigation. The pump load
is offset by PV generation.
• Needed to determine if machine base generation would
affect or desensitize the anti-islanding capability of the
certified inverters.
• Simulations performed by 3rd party interconnections have
indicated a 40% mix of methane fueled synchronous
generator operating in a fixed power factor mode with
certified inverter based generation will trip in < 2 seconds.
• PG&E DTT screens were updated to reflect this result.
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•Public

Rule 21 Working Group Issue 18

As a result of the simulations the amount of mixed generation types has increased from 10% to 40%.
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•Public

Rule 21 Working Group Issue 18
Due to the increased
DER backfeed into the
transmission system the
following screen has
been developed.
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•Public

Rule 21 Working Group Issue 18 DTT Minimization
Machine based generation section has been added.
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•Public

Rule 21 Working Group Issue 18
DG Generation Example
The method is based on sectionalizing and evaluation of zones.
• Feeder
• XFMR
• Substation
• Line Section
•
Each section is evaluated based on the section generation make-up criteria
STATION H
30
MW

462

TB1

Line Section

62
32

22

42

12

DTT

72

52

STATION S

52

Station

DTT
42

52

STATION
K
TB1
Westlands

To STATION J

Transformer

TB2
1101

Feeder
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•Public

Streamlining Protection Requirements
Summary
• The current UL 1741/UL 1741SA certification has been shown to be effective
at ensuing that multiple inverter installations trip within 2 seconds.
• IEEE 1547-2018 and Ca Rule 21 table Hh have increased the voltage and
frequency windows to allow ride through capability. The latest simulations
have indicated unintended islands run-on times have increased but they are
still within the 2 second tripping requirement.
• This has allowed for the rethinking of the DTT requirement resulting in
significant reductions in the requirement.
• In some cases DTT is still required.
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Typical DTT Configuration

•
•
•

•

DTT initiates from
transmission terminals.
Trips distribution feeder.
Distribution Operator trips
generator via POI SCADA
Recloser.
Allows one DTT scheme install
per station, rather then each
generator.
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Rule 21 Working Group Issue 18
DTT Reduction Process
DTT can be expensive and time consuming to implement ($400k per terminal for
lease line installation) in addition to the reoccurring lease line cost. Adds complexity
to the operation and maintenance of the system.
• Implemented a lease line DTT Reduction Strategy.
• Approved Use of 900Mhz spread Spectrum Wireless for DTT application.
• Developed DTT exemption screening process for evaluation of interconnections
to minimize the need for DTT.
• Rely on certified anti-islanding for tripping.
• Based on size of generator in relation to load and other generation types on
the line section.
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•Public

Rule 21 Working Group Issue 18
900 MHz Spread Spectrum DTT Components
900 MHz Spread
Spectrum
Antenna

900 MHz Spread
Spectrum Transmitter
•

•

Spread Spectrum is
limited to a distance of
approximately 15 miles.
Line of site.
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•Public

Rule 21 Working Group Issue 18
2019 Pilot project has evaluated the use of two SEL 3031
radios in a repeater application.
Palermo
Substation

Peachton
Substation

•

Extends wireless spread spectrum range.

•

Can be used to get around obstructions.
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•Public

Rule 21 Working Group Issue 18
Continuing Studies
• Recent publications and studies (EPRI 200 and SANDIA Report SAND2018-8431)
have indicated there are more active islanding detection methods utilized in
inverters than in the past.
• The interaction and effectiveness with multiple DER generation elements and
types may need to be analyzed for each of the type of anti-islanding scheme.
•
•

•

Preliminary results of the above studies indicates certain types of anti-islanding schemes ( Type 1
and 2B) operate much better with mixed DER generation.
Utilities may track the types, and mandate the use of a particular type of Anti-Islanding (AI).

Further study could be applied to evaluate the effectiveness of other forms of onboard AI in order to further reduce the need for DTT.
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Questions?
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•Public

Issue 18 – Comments from
Dr. Michael Ropp

https://gridworks.org/initiatives/rule-21-working-group-3/
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Issue 18 – Comments from Participants

https://gridworks.org/initiatives/rule-21-working-group-3/
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Lunch

https://gridworks.org/initiatives/rule-21-working-group-3/
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Issue 18 – Focused Discussion on
Problem Statement

https://gridworks.org/initiatives/rule-21-working-group-3/
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Issue 18 – Proponents and
Proposals Development

https://gridworks.org/initiatives/rule-21-working-group-3/
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Issue 19
Should the Commission adopt streamlined
interconnection procedures (e.g. standard
configurations eligible for expedited review) to
facilitate implementation of California Zero Net
Energy building codes and, if so, what should those
procedures entail?

https://gridworks.org/initiatives/rule-21-working-group-3/
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Issue 19 – Briefing Note/Framing

https://gridworks.org/initiatives/rule-21-working-group-3/
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Fixing Interconnection for
New Construction
Rule 21 Working Group Four
Issue 19
February 12, 2020

Housing Production in California

Solar Mandate Changes the Nature of
Solar
• Solar is not an addition to a new home. It is an appliance that is
integrated into the core construction schedule.
• Solar wiring is done when the rest of the wiring is done
• Roof attachments are part of roof installation
• Tie-in is part of powering up the main
• Need to submit interconnection application at the same time as the
building permit and not convert it later

Objectives
Develop interconnection protocols that meet stakeholder needs as efficiently as possible
• Utilities

• Homebuyers

-

-

Solar up and running on Day 1

-

No extra set up required to process
paperwork beyond what is needed to set up
service

Streamlined process to be able to handle ~60%
increase in volume coming in 2020

-

Minimize re-work/duplicative efforts

-

Safety – every solar home will be recorded
with PTO

• Solar Companies

• Builders

-

Minimize touchpoints per home to get PTO

-

-

Ensure collection of necessary information

Guaranteed every solar home gets PTO and
meets building code requirements

-

Reach PTO before a homebuyer moves in

-

Happy customers

Current State of New Home Construction
Interconnection
Application submitted in builder’s name,
prior to permanent service

Application submitted in homebuyer’s
name after permanent service is
established

SCE

PG&E, SDG&E

Pros

•
•
•
•

Application submitted under builder
No homebuyer signatures required
PTO received prior to close of escrow
When homeowner establishes account,
SCE already knows the home has solar

Cons

• Individual home level applications still
must be created

• Overall delay in PTO
• Homeowner may fail to interconnect
system
• Homeowner may operate without PTO
and utility does not have record

Initial Recommendations
1.

Builder as the applicant through PTO

2.

No account number or meter number required

3.

New application form and process for all homes in a development to
apply at once

4.

Create an API for application submittal

PTO to Builder
• Utility should complete the entire process with the builder as the
applicant
• SCE does this today
• PTO should not require a signature from the customer or information direct
from the customer
• Application should not start over when the home is sold

Apply Based on Address
• Current system of basing interconnection application to the meter
number and service account number do not work for new construction
• Homebuilder can apply based on the house address
• SCE does this today

Community Application
1. Solar company submits:
• Map showing lot layouts/locations and street names
• Full address list
• MPs and SLDs
• Builder signed documents showing initial ownership of sites
2. Utility reviews and approves
3. Utility sets up the addresses in their system and flags as including solar
4. On installation, applicant sends notification to utility of final system design along with final
permit
5. Utility generates interconnection agreement, programs meter, and issues permission to operate
letter

API
• Major homebuilders are high volume and systematic
• Utilities can specify data submittal in a modern way that does not involve
filling out a form

Thank You!

Photo courtesy of Lennar

Brad Heavner, Policy Director, CALSSA, brad@calssa.org
Todd Farhat, Utility Relations Manager, Sunstreet, Todd.Farhat@Sunstreet.com
Lori Ridlon, Interconnection Specialist, SunPower, Lori.Ridlon@sunpower.com
Brian Luckett, Operations Manager, SunPower, Brian.Luckett@sunpower.com

Issue 19 – Comments from Participants

https://gridworks.org/initiatives/rule-21-working-group-3/
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Issue 19 – Focused Discussion on
Problem Statement

https://gridworks.org/initiatives/rule-21-working-group-3/
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Issue 19 – Proponents and
Proposals Development

https://gridworks.org/initiatives/rule-21-working-group-3/
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Action Items, Next Call, Next Meeting
• Action items:
• Next call: 2/26, 1:30-3:30pm
• Next meeting: 3/11, 10:00-3:45pm, at CPUC

https://gridworks.org/initiatives/rule-21-working-group-3/
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